Mono-h(bb): topical discussion
Introduction + Scope

- **Status:**
  - Mono-h(bb) search @ ATLAS: [CONF note](#)
  - Mono-h(bb) search @ CMS: [PAS note](#)

- **Motivation:**
  - Non-trivial features and improvements in both analyses

- **Use LHC DM WG as an informal discussion forum**

- Happy to organise something similar for other signatures too!
  - Let us organisers know!
Introduction + Scope

● Format:
  ○ Brief review of CMS analysis (Benedikt)
  ○ Brief review of ATLAS analysis (Philipp)
  ○ Informal discussion (you)
  ○ Theory input on Z’-2HDM model (Uli)

● Are 2h enough?
  ○ We’ll see - and learn for the future ;)